Hello ONA Nurses at PMH,

I am writing with a bargaining update from our ONA PMH Bargaining Committee, which met with Providence management yesterday for our fourth bargaining session – right before joining PWF nurses marching for safe staffing and fair contracts.

Via ONA PMH Bargaining Chair Peggy Elia:

“Inspiring march yesterday with our fellow nurses and community members!

We're letting the higher-ups at Providence know that we are united for the standards we demand to keep caring for our communities and keep our patients and nurses healthy and safe!

We'll be reporting out detailed info on our bargaining session yesterday, but know that we got NOTHING back on our staffing, healthcare, EIT usage, differentials, and PTO proposals, and administration made it clear that they are happy with the status quo.”

An updated side-by-side flyer with management’s economic counter-proposal will be available soon. Join the drop-in meetings May 19 or 20 in the Mother Theresa Room, 6-8 p.m. to learn about our next steps.

If you have any questions, please contact your ONA labor rep, Gabriel Erbs, at Erbs@OregonRN.org.